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Abstract: Solid state technology based storage devices have gone a long way in terms of 
adaptation and they started to replace magnetic recording based legacy storage systems in the 
past decade. Today mobile phones, tablets, digital cameras, music players and thumb drives 
exclusively use memory devices based on solid state technology. More recently, solid state 
drives (SSDs) started to replace hard disk drives (HDDs) in higher end laptops including 
MacBook Air and recently introduced “Ultra Books. Finally, enterprise SSDs have started to 
shave the market share of HDDs in the server industry; especially with the wider adoption of 
cloud computing which requires extremely high input/output operations per second (IOPS) 
numbers. In today’s flash devices smaller cell sizes, with multi-bit per cell storage along with 
interference results in increased error rates. This necessitates the use of powerful error 
correction codes and signal processing techniques. In this talk, we briefly talk about basics of 
Flash devices including programming, erasure and flash management and then focus on signal 
processing and error correction coding challenges and problems. 
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